
SCHOLARLY AGE1''DA 

My research agenda consists of two strands. The first explores refo1m of the banking and 
finance sector, as well as the pitfalls of the Dodd-Frank Financial Refonn Bill. I approach financial 
refo1m not from traditional banking and securities frameworks such as systemic risk and disclosure, 
but from other paradigms such as antittust and legal ethics. The treatment of tying, monopolies, and 
ca1tels under antitrust law can help banking and securities scholars understand the post-financial 
crisis landscape. Since 2008, the finance sector has been beset with consolidations, as well as an 
interest-rate rigging scandal involving the Loudon Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR)-all of these are 
problems which implicate competition policy. A related topic that I intend to explore is the effect of 
heightened regulat01y coordination on privileged and confidential information provided by financial 
entities. 

The second line of research considers how law affects entrepreneurship and migration in 
tt·ansition economies. Research on immigrant merchants is well-established but has revolved around 
the sociology of middlemen minorities and push-pull theories of migration. I focus on the role of law 
in facilitating the influx of foreign merchants. My prior publications have examined Chinese 
merchants in the fo1mer Soviet Union and Eastern Bloc; my future work will expand to comparisons 
of merchant groups in multiethnic societies. I hope to explain several sets of contradictions-for 
example, why do merchants from robust economies go to relatively weaker economies? Why do 
some merchant-migrants thrive despite restt-ictive immigration, residency, and business regulations 
while others fail? 

Financial Reform 

I. Application of Antitrust Principles to Bank Lending and Sales Practices. My most 
recent ruticle, Death to Credit as Leverage: Using the Bank Anti-Tying Provision to Curb Financial 
Risk, ru·gues that the Bank Holding Company Act's anti-tying provision (the "Anti-Tying 
Provision") can be used to limit sales of 1-isky financial products. The Anti-Tying Provision prohibits 
a bank from requit-ing bo1Towers to purchase additional products in order to obtain a loan. Although 
it has been eroded by a slew of exceptions, I ru-gi.1e that bolste1-ing the provision can reduce 
b01rnwers' exposure to financial risk. By limiting the types of investment products that can be tied to 
loans, a firewall is installed between lending and investment activity. This mimics the approaches of 
the Glass-Steagall Act and the Volcker Rule in sepru·ating commercial banking from speculation and 
investment. My a1ticle also draws upon recent developments in general antitrust law 011 

anticompetitive effects, consumer welfru·e, and the ultimate goals of antitrust law, which have yet to 
be incorporated into the scholarship on bank tying restt-ictious. 



  

II. The Creation of Systemically Significant Financial Intermediaries. 

III. Heightened Regulatory Coordination and Its Effects on Privileged and Confidential 
Information. 

Entrepreneurship and Migration in Transition Economies

I. The Legal Dimensions of Chinese Migration into Transition Economies. 



  

II. Comparative Analyses of Merchant-Migrants in Multiethnic Societies. 


